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The Bill Vinten GTC
University Awards 2015
Entries are invited for this year’s Bill Vinten
GTC University Awards. The Awards are open
to final-year students completing courses
this summer. To enter, a portfolio of three
films shot by three students, should
be submitted from each university or
educational facility. The films should be
from different genres and should each
have a specific camera credit.
Last year’s winning university was
University for the Creative Arts
(UCA), who have kindly agreed to
host this year’s presentation
at their Farnham base
in October.

I

n 2014 the individual prize was won by Vince Knight
from Bournemouth University, with runners-up Daniel
O’Flaherty and Thomas Read, both coming from UCA.
Each year the winners of the Bill Vinten GTC University Award
are offered work experience with GTC colleagues. For Vince
and Dan this was on the set of the daytime drama Doctors
and below they share some of their experiences from this
great opportunity.

Vince Knight
I’ve previously worked on sets for feature films and
commercials, but this was my first time on the set of a
television drama so it was a wonderful insight into the way
in which this kind of show works. Doctors uses a mixture of
purpose-built sets and location filming, and I was able to
experience both. The first thing that struck me was the rate
at which everyone works; everybody knew exactly what they
needed to be doing and the set was ready to go in minutes.
Changing to the next location was like clockwork; I could tell
these guys had done this before!
L to r: Dan, Vince,
Chris Pinnock (UCA
lecturer) and
Tom Read
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During my week I got to know people in all departments,
observing different aspects of television production. Although
I work in the camera department, I take an interest in all areas
of production and feel it’s important to learn from them all.
It was great to see everybody getting along so well, and
everyone I met was so friendly and approachable. While
my time there was short, I met some wonderful people
and learned a lot that will help me in my career in film and
television. It was definitely a workplace I would be happy
being a part of in the future.
When my film The Domestic Life of Mollusks was shortlisted
for the Bill Vinten GTC University Award, it was suggested
that I enter Golden Eye, the International Film Festival of
Cameramen in Georgia, where I was delighted to also win
the prize for best student work. I’ve also started my own film
festival for the automotive film/TV/commercial industry. It’s the
London Motor Film Festival for anyone who films with cars!

The camera crew was very welcoming and always found
a way to offer their experience and advice, even within their
busy schedule. As soon as they heard I had experience in the
AC role working on short films and corporate projects, I was
entrusted to help the assistant cameraman. By being hands
on with the team each day I was able to adjust to working
in the way expected in a television environment, which was
both challenging and enthralling.
One of the most beneficial things I learnt was just how
important and meticulous you must be in prepping your
kit to avoid wasting time on set and minimising surprises
or problems with the equipment. As was stressed to me
by the assistant cameramen, on a show like this where the
turnaround time is especially fast, you cannot afford to be
running late or have people waiting for you. A great way of
emphasizing this was: “If you’re on time, you’re late. If you’re
late, you’re fired!’
I also learnt the value of listening in on conversations
between the DoP and camera operators to get an idea of
the shots they are trying to accomplish. This way you can
plan what equipment you’ll need to prepare and where to
run your camera cables before being asked, helping to keep
a step ahead of the game.
Since leaving university I have been freelance in camera and
lighting on some great short films with Irresistible Films and
Secret Cinema. I have also been fortunate enough to work
with some very talented people at the NFTS and make some
great contacts through these projects. It would be a great
pleasure to work within the Doctors environment again as I

feel there is so much more to learn. I must thank the GTC for
giving me the opportunity and the Doctors camera team for
the experience and knowledge they have passed on to me.

Fact File
Vince Knight
Mobile: 07928 266321
Email: vinceknight@gmail.com
www.vinceknight.com
www.londonmotorfilmfestival.com

Dan O’Flaherty
Mobile: 07748 687433
Email: doflaherty7@gmail.com

Details and application forms for the Bill Vinten GTC
University Awards can be found on the GTC website
at: www.gtc.org.uk/bill-vintengtc-awards-2014.aspx.
All last year’s shortlisted films, including Vince and
Dan’s, can be viewed on the website at: www.gtc.org.
uk/the-gtc-awards/the-bill-vintengtc-university-award/
view-the-bill-vinten-gtc-award-shortlisted-films.aspx
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Dan O’Flaherty
The week I spent in Birmingham has greatly helped my
knowledge of working in the professional television industry.
I learnt about the expectations of the crew on a drama that
films three episodes in one week. This is achieved by three
crews shooting at the same time, each focusing on a different
episode. I was able to get a better understanding of the whole
work process by jumping between two crews, which enabled
me to meet and learn from more crew members.
The schedule is very tight so the margin for error extremely
slim. I was told that dramas would normally aim to shoot
between four and ten pages a day but Doctors expects
double that – and more. I quickly learnt how problems were
solved swiftly and efficiently. It was a great way to learn a
professional workflow at a fast pace. After being involved on
a show like this I feel more confident about being able to
keep up on other projects whatever they may be.
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